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Abstract— Text, Image and video are the three most basic
forms of transmitting information. With the help of text and
image encryption methods, any particular set of words or images
can be transmitted without worrying about security. With the
help of pixel mapping algorithm, we can securely transmit the
image inside the frames of video which are the basic building
blocks of any video file. In the proposed research pa
paper the video
is distributed into
to the photo frames using a matlab code and all
the frames are sequentially stored. Each such frame contains a
combination of red, blue and green layers. Same way each image
can be converted into red, green and blue layer. If we consider a
pixel as an 8 bit value than each pixel has the value in the range
of 0 to 255. In the proposed work,
ork, top layer of each frames, get
from video, are modified
dified so as to insert single line of each layer
from image. After the completion of the pixel value modification,
all the images is placed in a sequential manner and than all the
frames are cascaded for generation of the original video file with
encryption. This new video is almost similar to the original video
file with no changes visible to the naked eye.

available watermarking techniques. There are various different
watermarking techniques available like visual watermarking,
discrete cosine transform, discrete Fourier transform and
lossless watermarking method. All the watermarking
techniques recently available have certain drawbacks and also
these
ese methods are a little bit time consuming. Also the
watermarking techniques can be modified using more
advanced techniques for image processing. To get over the
drawbacks of the watermarking techniques stenography
method can be used for the encryption of the video files.
Stenography is mainly useful in terms of efficient and accurate
data processing for the case of the real time applications. In
the proposed work also the Steganography
nography technique can be
generated by using a pixel mapping algorithm. Also the
th
Steganography technique is faster and efficient in terms of
time required for marking the particular set of images.
images

Cryptography, Pixel Mapping,
Index Terms— Video Encryption,, Cryptography
Steganography.

II. SECURE IMAGE TRANSMISSION USING
CRYPTOGRAPHY

I. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1 describes the flowchart showing the sequence of
steps to be executed for generating
g the encrypted
encry
video file for
secured image transmission. The algorithm is briefly described
in terms of flowchart for the better
etter understanding of the
complete process. The complete algorithm
alg
is coded in a
Matlab showing the detailed process involved in the
t video
encryption and the image insertion in the video file for secured
transmission. As shown in the algorithm in figure 1 the
complete video is segmented into number of frames using a
small matlab code module and after the processing of the
video by thee matlab code module the video gets divided into
different frames of same size. Then the image which is to be
transmitted is partitioned into the group of pixel line.
line As we
need to modify only one line of each frame of video, we need
to segment image in lines
nes of pixels only. Each pixel in the
image segment can be represented by a specific value of red,
green and blue layer. So each of the pixels occupies 1 byte or
8 bits in the image. In this particular
ular algorithm each of the
frame has to be modified by pixel value of image that to be
transmitted in different layers of video frame.
frame After this each
of the pixels is subdivided into three different layers, namely
red, green and blue layer. So now we have three value for each
of the pixel from image data to be inserted into the

For normal human being the ability to perceive the motions of
other animate frames or video has been extensively studied
and if we compare the pixels of any consecutive frames in a
video, it is shown that for the movements created in the
running video only the small amount of the frames are
modified. So by the changes made in the smaller number of
pixels in a sequence of images all the movements are
described perfectly in a video file. This is very simple and
easy method for visualizing any process under st
study. Research
shows that among the consecutive images having million
numbers of pixels only few hundred pixels are modified for
showcasing the movements happening in the particular video.
For persistence of vision, any video should be constructed by
taking
ng atleast 25 frames per second as our eye can detect 16
frames per second with minor flickering. So that aany video is
basically a combination of different frames and all the frames
constituting a video has a fixed frame rate. Practical
Practically, the
frame rate is 25 so we can say that 25 frames are captured
within
ithin one second time. For the efficient and successful
implementation of this particular algorithm,, first of all video
segmentation is performed. For a particular case, if video is of
10 minutes duration than
an this video majorly contains 115000
frames in it. These frames are vital building block
blocks for the
video as well as for video encryption process. We can insert
and send the image along with the frame by using various
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pixels at top and bottom of the frame of video file does not
make any significant changes in the visual effects of the video
so they are not visible
isible to the human eye.

START

Next step to be followed as per the flowchart is to select the
first frame from the sequence of the frames of video and
identify the red layer of the first pixel of it and overwrite it by
value of red layer pixel of image.. Similarly
Similar also over write the
blue layer pixel of frame by the corresponding blue layer of
first pixel of image.. Same process is to be done for the pixels
present in the bottom section of the image for green layer of
first pixel of image.. By this way we can impose
impos one pixel into
one frame and the same process is to be followed for all the
pixels present in the image segment with consecutive different
frames.

INPUT IMAGE THAT TO BE
TRANSMITTED
IMAGE SEGMENTATION IN LAYERS

VIDEO SEGMENTATION IN FRAMES
MODIFY NEXT VIDEO FRAME BASED ON IMAGE
SEGMENT

YES

ADD FRAME INTO .AVI FILE

As mentioned earlier we can impose m number of pixels of
image into n number of frames but the only condition is m
should be less or equal to n. Different variants of the video
encoding can be generated as described below :

IS THERE IMAGE
SEGMENT AVAILABLE

Case 1: By modifying the segmentation pattern of the image
we can group the pixel value into the group of 2, 4 or 8 bits.
By this the number of frames to be modified can be increased
or decreased
d according to the requirements but provides high
security.

NO

Case 2: The pixel value insertion can be done into the
t alternate
frames for increasing high security.

STORE REMAINING FRAMES IN THE .AVI FILE

Case 3: One can transmit the details of the frames modified in
form of an array
rray in a frame. After that pixel value insertion
can be done for providing the highest data security and safety.

END

Case 4 : One more modification can be done by changing the
algorithm in a sense that the consecutive red, green and blue
layer of the image are encoded into all the three color layers in
a particular fashion so that only the person who knows this
pattern can
an decrypt the original text data.
data

Figure 1 - Algorithm for Video
ideo generation for secured
image transmission
Frame of video. In this algorithm to represent
present one particular
pixel, we require to modify three layer of pixel of video frame
to store one particular pixel of image.. As per the grassman law
importance of three basic colors which are red, blue and green
are different. As per grassman law the importance of tthe green
layer is the most because it contains 59% weightage to
generate any color in a particular pixel as per the requirement.
Due to this in this particular algorithm only the value of the
red and the blue layers are changed for processing the image
so as to retain the original shade in the frame. The green layer
in each of the images is unchanged. Only the blue and red
layers pixels are modified in each of the image frames.

Case 5: One can change or encrypt the scale of pixel value
before substituting it into frames, so even anyone,
anyone decrypt the
algorithm, can’t get the original pixel value, means without
knowledge of encryption algorithm, he may not able to detect
or reconstruct original image.

III. CRYPTOGRAPHY
Cryptography is an art of protecting the information by
transforming it into an unreadable and untraceable format
known as cipher key.. Only the person who possess the secret
key can decipher
pher or we can say decrypt the message into the
original form. Cryptography is the technique by which one can
send and share the information like text, image, and video in a
secret manner. Due the cryptography the information seems to
be appearing like a garbage
arbage value and it is always almost
impossible to find the information content lying under the
image or a video file. The information looks like hidden inside
the image or the video file. A very simplest and well known

Now we have frames as well
ll as very well distributed pixel
data available so the next step to be followed
wed is to encode or
map the pixel data into the pixels of individual frames till the
end of image segment.. In the proposed work we are going to
store one pixel into one frame so there is a requirement of n
number of frames in video forr storing n number of pixels from
image.. For a particular image frame by modifying only two
2
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algorithm for cryptography is as shown
wn in figure 2. The
encryption key generator is used to generate the encryption
key as well as the public key as shown in the block diagram
below. By using the encryption key the information content to
be sent gets encrypted by the encryptor.. The encrypted
information is then transmitted to the particular receiver.

Figure 2 – Cryptography Encryptor

Figure 4 – Stegnography Encryptor
First of all the video file is converted into a series of frames
frame of
equal size. The image content which is to be transmitted by
mapping onto the video file is distributed into small portion
depending on the size of the frames in the video file. From
each frame a smaller
er region is modified depending upon the
private key. Due to this the selected groups looks very random
to the third party who does not have the private key with them.
The selected pixels are then converted into the frequency
domain with the help of the discrete
iscrete cosine transform. Usually
a predefined portion of the pixels like we say the last two or
three bits are then replaced by the portion of image and then
the pixel portion is again converted back into the spatial
domain. The conversion from the frequency
freque
domain to the
spatial domain is done with the help of inverse DCT. Then
that group of pixels is placed back into the particular frame.
This process is followed until the end of the whole
information content. The frames are then arranged into a
sequential manner and the video is constructed from it. Now
this video contains the information which gets transmitted
along with the transmission of the video file.
The Stegnography encoder has to keep some control message
into the video file by which the receiver can understand the
data format, way of hiding the information content, type of
encryption done etc. This is known as the rule list
li for a
particular stegnography process. This rule list is generated and
mostly it is placed in the first frame of the video file. This rule
list acts as a reference for a particular desired receiver.
Without rule list the receiver may not be able to understand
unde
and retrieve the original information content hidden within the
received video file. So the rule list plays a vital role at the
receiver side.

Figure 3 – Cryptography Decryptor

At the receiver end the Cryptography Decryptor is used which
extracts the original information content
ntent mapped onto the
video file with the help of a public key provided by the
transmitter section. So by the use of the cryptography method
only the receiver which has the knowledge of the public key
can retrieve the original information content from the image or
a video
deo file. So even if any unwanted person or a source gets
the video file with image content hidden in it, it cannot be
extracted without proper public key. So public key plays a
vital role in the whole cryptography process.

IV. STEGANOGRAPHY
Stenography is the art of hiding information by embedding
information like text, image video within each other. It works
by replacing the very useless bits by the information content to
be transmitted. It works by hiding information inside a cover.
The cover may be an imagee file or a video file as per the user
requirement. Even though the cover looks very simple and
unchanged but it has information contained in it. Figure 4
describes the simplified process of stegnography
stegnography.
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Figure 5 – Stegnography Decryptor

The main blocks in a Stegnography Decryptor is as shown in
figure 6. From the figure 6 it is very clear that if the private
key is not known than it is impossible to extract the original
information content in the received video file. There are
certain methods like some steganalysis tools by which the
information can be detected without the use of the privat
private key
also. This seems to be the major drawback of the simple
Stegnography technique. Stegnography method can be
modified for improvements so that without private key the
information may not get extracted easily.

V. CONCLUSION
One of the important features off the proposed work is it plays
a vital role in transmitting the image on a video file very
effectively and efficiently. The information underlying the
image or a video is not visible to the naked eye. Only the
person having the private key and the rule list
st can identify and
decode the original image into its original form. This method
simplifies the task of securing the vital information from the
misuse and protects it from the unwanted user. With the use of
the cryptography and stegnography combination th
the
information security can be increased.
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